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Background
The process industries have long been challenged with how to make effective use of alarms. Across
facilities from pipeline control centers to chemical plant control rooms the methodologies and
approaches used to implement and manage alarms vary widely. As a result, many believe that they
have a defensible position regardless of their approach. Most have at least looked at the long list of
guidelines, best practices, standards and regulations related to alarm management such as:
EEMUA 191
ANSI/ISA 18.2
PHMSA CFR Part 192 and 195
API 1167
However, even with the long-time availability of proven solutions alarm management issues remain
prevalent. According to Automation World’s 2012 Alarm Management survey¹, sixty-eight percent of
respondents from across process, manufacturing and hybrid industries said that alarm overload
negatively affects process operation. The survey also indicated that more than half of respondents
(52 percent) said they do not perform an analysis of their alarm systems to determine its strengths
and deficiencies, and effectively map out a practical solution to improve it.
Without good alarm management analysis information companies often don’t know where to start in
trying to clean up their current alarming within their control system. For many brownfield facilities,
blanket alarm strategies were used because alarming capabilities were readily available and the logic
behind many alarms is not understood. As a result, many facilities use default alarm settings for
specific signal types.
The process of reconsidering the current alarm strategy and then evaluating individual alarms is a
significant undertaking for organizations already lean on resources. However, the process of developing and documenting an alarm philosophy and then rationalizing individual alarms within a given
facility is exactly the place where many companies need to start. This effort is critical to overcoming
the alarm management issues that negatively impact their operations.
Beyond the execution challenges, a further consideration is how to quantify the value of cleaning up
alarm systems and then maintaining alarm integrity. Management asks the question, and rightfully
so, what is the return-on-investment (ROI) of an alarm management project?
Frequently, the compelling event that has prompted alarm management projects is regulations that
drive projects out of a necessity for compliance. While this is understandable, it is unfortunate,
because there actually is business value beyond compliance in adopting the best practices, guidelines and standards that define an effective alarm management lifecycle strategy. Accurate and
timely alarm management information available for analysis and sharing enables more informed
operational decisions and can positively impact bottom line business results.
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Background
The Alarm Management Lifecycle model outlined in ANSI/ISA 18.2 is one of the best ways to quickly
visualize and understand the key components of alarm management. There are ten steps to this
model:
1. Philosophy
2. Identification
3. Rationalization
4. Detailed Design
5. Implementation
6. Operation
7. Maintenance
8. Monitoring and Assessment
9. Management of Change
10. Audit
To better understand each of these components, reference the standard which defines each of these
steps in more detail. The bigger question for many companies is how to accurately assess their
current status and determine how to begin adopting the alarm management lifecycle model.
For new facilities and in many cases for existing facilities the best starting point is with the alarm
philosophy. An alarm management philosophy document defines the basic definitions and plans for
how alarms are categorized, handled, measured and reported. If an alarm philosophy already exists
then a gap analysis to determine the delta between the actual alarm strategy in practice and the
alarm philosophy can be a great starting point that also quickly provides an indication of the magnitude of the alarm management problem.
Rationalization requires a significant effort and is probably the most daunting task in the alarm
management lifecycle. A key consideration for companies is how much of the effort they are not only
willing, but more importantly able to take on in-house versus using subject matter experts. There are
many decision factors on how to best execute rationalization such as the availability of organization
resources, technical understanding of alarm management, and the project costs.
A good alarm management software package that facilitates identification of alarm issues, rationalization, monitoring and assessment, and management of change (MOC) is a critical component in
alarm management success. The software needs to be flexible and able to talk with whatever control
system or combination of control systems a company has in place. This integration should not be a
time-consuming part of the process because it shifts focus away from the real priority which is the
alarms. The solution does not have to be complex but should provide access to and easy configuration of analysis reports.
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Management of change is complex because it generally uses a combination of software and business
processes to track, review and approve changes that impact the alarms. Companies can often spend
money on some of the upfront activities and software only to struggle with effectively handling
management of change. MOC is a particular challenge because it requires an ongoing organizational
4 resource commitment to capture proposed changes, evaluate against the established alarm management strategy and approve or reject the changes using a documented process.
Other activities such as operation, maintenance and auditing are part of the on-going lifecycle and
there importance should not be minimized as drop-offs in these areas over time can undermine the
work done in the other areas of the lifecycle.
Management support is an essential element of success for alarm management initiatives. Alarm
management does not necessarily require a large financial investment, but to maximize ROI it does
need to be a well thought out investment. From the development of the alarm philosophy document
to the installation of monitoring, analysis and reporting software, companies must understand where
their biggest challenges currently are with alarm management and create a plan that best addresses
these problem areas.

Benefits Beyond Compliance
As mentioned earlier, the most frequent driver for alarm management projects is compliance with
regulations as in the case of PHMSA in the pipeline industry, or generally accepted good engineering
practices as in the case of ANSI/ISA 18.2. Many governing bodies have indicated that they will
enforce good engineering practices even though there may not be specific alarm management
regulations in a particular industry. Regulatory bodies like OSHA still expect compliance with available standards.
Few companies undertake an alarm management improvement project with ROI as a primary objective. While most people would likely acknowledge the intuitive business benefits of improved alarm
management, like many automation related project, quantification of benefits is much more challenging.
The motivation for alarm management need not be an either/or but instead a combination of
embracing good engineering practices to make facilities safer and capturing the ROI that results
from alarm management benefits such as risk reduction and incident avoidance, reduced maintenance costs and more efficient operations.

Risk Reduction and Incident Avoidance

One of the most obvious benefits and yet most difficult to quantify is incident avoidance. It is hard to
put a dollar amount on an event that hasn’t occurred and that typically has several contributing
factors, of which poor alarm management is one. The cost of any event is dependent on a variety of
elements such as when it occurs, how long it lasts, etc. Any production incident regardless of magnitude can cost money as a result of:
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1. Lost production
2. Off-quality product
3. Increased personnel time (maintenance, operations, engineering)
4. Equipment damage
5. Lost customers
As one example, consider a polymer plant where an operator is responsible for a polyethylene film
production line. The operator is making a production run of specialty film with dedicated production
on that line for a critical customer. A thunderstorm moves through and significantly changes the
ambient temperature. Because of the way that the alarms were configured when the DCS was
installed this causes a flood of alarms. The operator acknowledges these alarms as he works to get
the reactor back to steady state. A low flow alarm inlet a cooling water pump feeding the external
cooling coils also activated and the operator cleared it along with several temperature deviation
alarms believing they were all related.
The operator soon realizes that there is a larger problem with the pump and the reactor subsequently interlocks on high temperature. A maintenance technician is called out on overtime and determines that the cooling water pump has been damaged. The pump will need to be replaced and the
production will be offline for at least eight hours. The tight production schedule means they will miss
the shipment time and will be late delivering product to their customer.
The cost at a minimum for this event which poor alarm management contributed to includes:
1. Lost production of at least 8-hours
2. Lost first quality product during the startup process
3. Equipment repair or replacement costs
4. Overtime for maintenance personnel
5. Damaged customer relationships.
These types of production issues are all too common and alarm management can help to avoid
them. If the rationalization process had been followed, the alarm flood would be less likely to occur.
In addition, if the alarms had been set up appropriately, there should be no question in the operator’s mind about the relationship of the alarms because it would have been presented in such a way
that the independence of the alarm would be clear. Following the ANSI/ISA 18.2 alarm management
lifecycle helps to design these issues out of the system and alarm management software is a practical way to monitor and identify these issues when they do occur.
While few would argue with the logical case for alarm management from the scenario above, the
economic impact of incident avoidance is still difficult to quantify. Rather than trying to place a value
on potential incident avoidance, an alternate way to quantify the value is in lowering insurance costs.
As Dr. Douglas Rothenberg explains in his book Alarm Management for Process Control, “European
manufacturers are seeing a 20% to 30% reduction in their risk operations insurance due to implementation of EEMUA-compliant alarm improvement.”²
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Depending on where your facility is located, there may be a specific insurance benefit for following
alarm management best practices or there may be a higher premium for companies who do not
comply. Regardless, facilities and companies that show they comply with industry best practices have
a much better case to make for reduced insurance premiums.

Reduced Maintenance Cost

Understanding the analysis from your alarm management software provides great insight into unit
operations. What happens when legitimate alarm conditions are frequently being violated? If the
alarm settings are appropriate then it often means that your equipment, process, or both are operating at or near limits. This can lead to faster equipment degradation causing more frequent and more
costly maintenance.
Alarm management is useful in helping with this issue because nuisance alarm analysis, chattering
analysis and frequency analysis can all be used to identify potential maintenance issues faster and on
a more proactive basis. This enables companies to respond by planning and scheduling maintenance
as opposed to having production interrupted by equipment failures that require unscheduled downtime.
For example, assume a facility installed alarm management software six months ago and is actively
monitoring and analyzing the alarm management data. They have a centrifugal pump in a volatile
hydrocarbon service that has been replaced twice in the past six months. The maintenance engineer
is reviewing the alarm management information and recognizes that there was a high frequency of a
particular seal temperature alarm on the pump prior to each of the replacements. He reviews the
realtime alarm frequency and recognizes that it is happening again. He has the operator shut down
the pump and it is checked and there is in fact a seal leak which is identified and corrected prior to
pump damage this time. After discovering the issue, the system is redesigned with appropriate
protections installed to avoid the scenario of the pump being damaged again.
Alarm management can play a valuable role in reducing maintenance costs whether through post
event alarm analysis that identifies early warning signs of pending maintenance issues, or identification of broken or poorly maintained equipment through various alarm reports. Alarm information
provides valuable insight into what is occurring in the daily operations of a facility.

More Efficient Operations
When alarms are well managed, the overall operations become more efficient. Better alarm management results in reduced stress and distraction on the operations personnel. Operators that face
nuisance alarms, alarm floods, and other irrelevant or unclear information masked as alarms, spend
valuable time responding to these issues. This is not only distracting but extremely frustrating. If you
have ever spent much time in a control room, you are familiar with control system audible alarms
and have likely heard alarms going off that were not conveying relevant, critical alarm information.
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Alarm rationalization can help identify and eliminate many problematic alarms. Using alarm management software can also aid in identifying and subsequently resolving maintenance issues. With these
distractions removed the operator can focus on running the unit in an optimized state performing to
quality metrics and throughput objectives.
In addition, a comprehensive alarm philosophy document, the alarm rationalization process and
good alarm management software should all contribute to clarity in the alarms so that when they do
occur, the operator is not guessing what action should be taken or what relationship exists between
a set of 7 alarms. This clarity enables the operator to quickly respond to and address issues rather
than expending time to diagnose the root cause source of alarms before determining what actions
are appropriate to take.
All of these improvements to operational efficiency have the potential to positively impact production by reducing off quality product, increasing throughput and improving operational consistency.
The quantifiable amount of the benefit depends on the process and the current operating efficiency
measured in a number of different ways based on the industry and company.

Conclusions

Companies should be motivated to adopt alarm management because it is a recognized good engineering practice and the ISA standard is enforceable by regulatory agencies even when not explicitly
stated as a regulation. However, in addition to this, adoption of good alarm management practices
delivers positive economic results to companies.
There are still many industries and many companies within some industries who continue to ignore
the alarm management problems within their facilities. They are lagging behind their competition
and in the process falling behind in capturing operational benefits that can be advantageous to their
bottom line results. The ANSI/ISA 18.2 alarm management lifecycle clearly defines a good strategy
and there is a wealth of industry expertise to help these companies implement alarm management
and begin capturing the business value beyond compliance.
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